Effects of the radiofrequency interference with modified titanium surgical clips on liver parenchyma – an in vivo experiment
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Abstract

Aim: This study sets out to test the biocompatibility of titanium clips in liver, in the presence of radiofrequency. Biocompatibility is assessed at various distances from the RF electrode and different points in time.

Method: It is an experimental study conducted on pigs and makes use of histological changes that occur at the liver-titanium interface in presence of RF to test hypotheses. The titanium clips were modified in high vacuum (10^-5 atm) by heating them at 1000 °C and 1150 °C. Titanium clips were placed in liver at 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 cm from RF probe. At 7, 14 and 28 days the inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis were assessed.

Results: The histological alterations decrease with the distance of implantation of titanium clips. The inflammation and necrosis nearby the titanium clips decrease in time, but the fibrosis does not increased, as expected. The modified titanium at 1000°C clips cause less necrosis than commercial titanium clips. The moderator role of clip type between distance and cell alteration is empirically supported only for fibrosis and necrosis. The moderator role between time and cell alteration is supported only for inflammation.

Conclusions: Experimental data suggests there are no preferred
surgical clips in all situations. The biocompatibility of the
titanium clips depends on the distance from the RF probe. The
commercial ones prove less damaging if they are placed
close to the RF probe (less than 1 cm) and those that were
treated at 1150 °C have a better bio-compatibility if placed
more than 1 cm from RF probe.
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Introduction

Liver trauma counts for 15-20 % of abdominal trauma and
accounts about 50% of the mortality following abdominal
injuries. Liver surgery is considered an intervention with
high hemorrhagic risk (1).

One of the procedures used for stopping the consecutive
haemorrhage of liver after surgical intervention is radio-
frequency (RF). RF can be used by itself or in combination
with other surgical procedures, in order to limit blood loss (ex.
definitive haemostasis with suture) (2). One of the limitations
of these methods is that biliary and blood vessels larger than
0.3-0.6 cm in diameter cannot be obturated efficiently by RF
(3,4). Furthermore, titanium clips are often used for an
efficient haemostasis. Titanium is a biological inactive metal,
without magnetic properties, which makes it compatible with
procedures that make use of magnetic fields (ex MRI).

There are numerous studies on titanium biocompatibility,
but most of them analyze the relationship between metal and
bone tissue. Oxidative metabolism is perturbed by the presence
of titanium in cells and has implications in cell apoptosis and
cell necrosis. In organs with phagocytosis (ex. liver, spleen
lung), titanium can be found in macrophages (5), where it
induces an increase of oxygen radicals (6). Those radicals are
involved in tissue necrosis and they damage the contact surface
of the implant. The mentioned studies assert that only large
doses of titanium induce a chronic inflammation of the epithe-
lium. Nevertheless, those studies make use of oxide titanium
powder, thus omitting an important aspect of biocompatibility –
the presence of the implant itself in the organism. Studies on
the liver reaction at titanium implants in conditions of RF are
rare in literature (7).

This study addresses the limitations of previous research by
setting out to test the biocompatibility of titanium clips in liver
in with the presence of radiofrequency. Biocompatibility will be
assessed at various distances from the RF electrode and
different points in time. This experimental study is conducted
on pigs and makes use of histological changes that occur at the
liver – titanium interface to test hypotheses.

We begin with a brief overview of the extant literature,
presenting the in vitro and in vivo studies that explore the
effects of radiofrequency after surgery on liver tissue in the
presence of titanium clips. Next, we introduce several aspects of
titanium biocompatibility and the devices made from it. Then
we present some considerations about changes in internal
structure when the titanium devices are subject of thermal
treatment and the injuries induced in the host organism.
Following these two perspectives, we lay out our experimental
design, present the method and results. At the end, we
organize and interpret our results around the underlying
question of this research: what is the type of titanium clips, and
what the conditions of implantation, that lead to a minimal
alteration of tissue? In other words, what are the conditions
that maximize the biocompatibility of titanium?

Radiofrequency in liver surgery

Heavy blood loss in surgical interventions of the liver is a fact.
The need to control in a quick manner the haemorrhage
imposed the development of new devices or changing the
initial purpose of existent ones. The stapler, a device used for
the suture of the skin, was chosen in the beginning. The major
drawback was the nature of the metallic clips: they were made
from stainless steel for medical use. Consequently, devices that
use titanium clips or titanium alloys were developed.

Radiofrequency is customarily used to treat malignant
tumours of the liver (8). When certain conditions are met
(numbers of malignant metastases are less than 3 and not
exceed 3 cm in diameter) radiofrequency is the preferred
method (9,10). Titanium clips used in previous surgical
procedures are prone to interfere with the electromagnetic field
generated by RF.

One of the most cited study is an in vitro experiment on
pig liver tissue. In this study, the authors try to asses the safety
of applying RF in the presence of titanium clips. The implants
were placed in ex vivo pig liver at different distances from the
RF needle and RF was applied for 3 minutes. The lesion
induced by RF included the first clip, placed at 1 cm from the
RF needle. They studied the tissue surrounding the other clips
and concluded that no coagulation lesions occurred around
them. There were some notable differences between tissues that
surround the clips and other equivalent regions of coagulation,
but because the lesion was included in the final RF coagulation
lesion, the authors concluded it was safe to use the RF on
human subjects (11).

Following this study, there is a case report of a patient with
malignant pathology of the liver that underwent previous
surgical treatment and presented metallic implants in the
resection edge. The patient suffered a recurrence of initial
pathology and was treated with RF percutaneous. After the
intervention, investigations revealed coagulation lesions
developed after an electric arch between the RF probe and the
titanium clips, despite the fact that the probe was placed at 7
cm from the closest clip (12).

In vivo investigations show that in general the lesions
induced by RF are smaller than in vitro lesions. Also, the
form of the lesion depends on the presence of blood vessels
larger than 3mm (4) – 7 mm (13) in the vicinity of the RF
probe, which act as a heat sink (4). Owing to those facts, the
first hypothesis of the study asserts that:

H1. The closer the titanium clips are to the RF probe,
the more pronounced the tissue alteration will be.
The hepatic tissue reacts to injuries by changes in its functions and in its structure. Investigating the alterations in functions can sometimes be a difficult thing to do, due to the numerous functions that liver has (more than 500).

Changes in the histological structure of the liver are easier to investigate due to their smaller number: necrosis, inflammation and restoration (ad integrum and/or fibrosis) (14).

Based on these tissue changes, histologic scores were developed. The most utilised score to assess histological changes in hepatic tissue is the Knodell score, which is based on fibrosis, necrosis and inflammation (15).

After the implantation of titanium clips in the liver, followed by RF, a gradient of tissue changes will appear. Consequently, our hypothesis states that:

- H2a. The fibrosis of hepatic tissue induced by RF becomes more noticeable in time.
- H2b. The necrosis of hepatic tissue induced by RF will diminish in time.
- H2c. The inflammation of hepatic tissue induced by RF will diminish in time.

**Titanium biocompatibility**

After RF, the probe is retracted, but the titanium clips remain in organism most of the cases for a long period of time. It is important to recognise the modifications that titanium suffers after RF and the reaction of the tissue to these clips.

Biocompatibility is defined as: (1) the capacity of a material to function correctly in conditions imposed by the host internal medium; (2) the quality of material to have a non-toxic effect on the host; (3) the tissue response to implanted material compared with tissue response to a control material determined before (7).

Some authors consider this definition to be incomplete, because it refers to the material only, and neglects aspects concerning the device itself (16). In the next section, we overview the physical and chemical modifications that can change the biocompatibility of the titanium as a material, as well as the devices derived from it.

Titanium has an excellent corrosion resistance. This unique property made it the material of choice in medicine. Its ability to develop a very thin layer of titanium oxide even at simple exposure to atmospheric oxygen is responsible for its corrosion resistance. This layer follows the rules of passivation regarding stability, permeability and adherence to substrate. Internal fluids have multiple ionic species in solution and a gradient of partial pressure of oxygen that favour electrochemical corrosion. Furthermore, inflammatory processes or infections induce a dropping of pH in that region and lower even more the partial pressure of oxygen. The oxygenated water produced by inflammatory cells in the proximity of the implant induces a pH below 5 for a few days. All these processes delay the passivation of titanium when the protective coating of the implant is altered during manipulation.

The internal region of surgical clips constitutes a place for localised corrosion. Because of the nature of the clips’ bending (always one arm over the other), small cracks in the oxide layer appear in this region. The cause is the length of the bending radius. The radius is smaller than the thickness of the material and breaks the rule of deformation without cracking.

Ductility is the property that influences the behaviour of titanium clips when a bending force is applied. This property is determined by the internal crystalline structure. Pure titanium and its alloy present two forms of crystallisation (alpha and beta). The beta structure is responsible for its strength and hardness at room temperature. Malleability and ductility are negatively influenced by this type of crystallisation compared with the alpha structure. Changes in the internal structure of titanium are possible by heating it at temperatures exceeding 885°C, when crystallisation form changes from beta to alpha, and over 1000°C, when the size of the crystal grain is growing.

Changes in the internal structure determine a paradox from a biocompatibility point of view. Thick structures resulted after high temperature treatment of titanium are more ductile and have less internal stress, but are more prone to raise their temperature when electromagnetic fields are present, by rising their electric charge (11). Releasing the stress accumulated in the internal structure can lower the risk of cracking when bending.

As a result of these facts we can say that we have significant histologic changes in liver tissue near the clips modified at high temperature compared with the other two types of clips. The third hypothesis of the study states:

- H3a. Titanium clips modified at 1000°C will induce less pronounced histologic changes than commercial titanium clips.
- H3b. Commercial titanium clips will induce less pronounced histologic changes than titanium clips modified at 1150°C.

The distance between the RF probe and clips will also influence the histological changes. Furthermore, we expect different types of clips to have different effects in time. According to these assumptions, the last hypotheses of the study are:

- H4. The type of titanium clip has a moderator role in the relation between the distance of titanium clips from the RF probe and tissue alterations.
- H5. The type of titanium clip has a moderator role in the relation between time and tissue alteration, with different tissue changes occurring for different types of clips at various points in time.

**Study design**

To test our hypotheses, an experimental 3x3x3 design was developed.

The first independent variable, the distance of titanium clips from the RF probe, has three modalities: 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 cm.

For the second independent variable, the titanium clips, we proposed three modalities: commercial titanium clips, 1000°C and 1150°C modified titanium clips.

To establish the changes produced in the tissue at different points in time, we chose to measure those effects at 7, 14 and 28 days.

To measure the changes in the liver tissue, we used a modified Knodell score. Fibrosis, inflammation and necrosis
were assessed on a scale from 1 to 4. The presence of giant cells or granulomas was also noted. For fibrosis, we added a new parameter at the regular modifications that define the Knodell score: the thickness of perilobular fibrosis measured in cell layers when neither of the parameters defining the Knodell score were observed, we measured the modification of fibrosis with our new parameter.

**Subjects and materials**

We used six Great White pigs with a mean weight of 25 kilograms with ad libidum access at standard laboratory alimentation.

The tested biomaterials were titanium clips (SLS-Clip V3120.1 medium-large, Vitalitec International, France). The titanium clips were thermally treated in high vacuum, at 10-5 atm. When high vacuum was achieved, the temperature was raised at 1000°C (Ti1) and 1150°C (Ti2) and applied for 60 minutes. Titanium clips were left to cool down gradually until the next day.

Radiofrequency was applied with a RF probe (Starburst™ SDE, AngioDynamics, USA) coupled at a RF generator (RITA® Model 1500X RF, AngioDynamics, USA).

**Method**

**Anaesthesia**

In the day of the experiment, lab animals were restricted on food and water. Premedication consisted of intramuscularly administered Ketamin 10% and Xylazine 2% (2:1). After induction, antibiotic prophylaxis was conducted with 0.5g Zinacef® (Cefuroxime® 750mg, GlaxoSmithKline, Italy). General anaesthesia was performed with oro-tracheal intubation on Halothane (Narcotan® 150g, Leciva a.s. Cehia) pivot in 1-2 % volumes. For muscular relaxation, we used Midaizolam (0.3 mg/kg i.m.), Fentanyl (0.5mg/h i.v) and Pancuronium (0.25 mg/kg/h i.v.). During the surgical intervention, we administered Ringer lactate solution i.v. and 750 mg of Zinacef®.

Cardiac and ventilatory monitoring was performed with an ECG monitor and pulseoxymetre (Ohmeda Biox 3700e, Ohmeda Biox®, BOC Healthcare Inc, USA).

Analgesia after surgical intervention was realised with 3mg/kg i.m Ketoprofen (Profenid® 100mg, Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, France) twice a day during the first two days.

During the first 24 hours after the intervention, only liquids and semisolid alimentation was allowed. Standard lab alimentation was provided afterwards.

**Surgery**

Following anaesthesia, the animal’s skin was shaved and swabbed with Betadine 10% (Povidone Iodine 10%, Egis Pharmaceutical LTD- Hungary).

Xipho-umbilical laparotomy was performed and the largest hepatic lobe that could be mobilized without traction via incision was isolated. The placement of the radiofrequency probe was marked along with the place of titanium clips located at 0.5 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.5 cm from the probe following the same direction cranially and caudally. Hepatic trauma was induced perpendicular to this direction, on the left and right side, at the same distance from the radiofrequency probe. The titanium Ti1 clips were placed caudally and the Ti2 clips were placed cranially. The same type of clips was used for the injured areas, Ti1 being placed to the right of the RF probe and Ti2 to the left.

The unmodified Ti3 clips were placed at the same distance from the RF probe, along the bisect line of the right angles formed by the directions of the Ti clips.

After the clips were placed, the probe was inserted in parenchyma and connected to the RF generator for four minutes, at wattage of 90kW and a probe tip temperature of 105°C.

At the end of the surgery, after haemostasis control, a continuous suture of the abdomen was performed using absorbable running sutures (Polisorb® 2, Autosuture, Tyco USA).

**Histological processing**

The histological material was taken at 7, 14, and 28 days, euthanizing the animal. The histological material was paraffin-embedded, sliced in 5μm samples, hematoxylin-eosin stained and microscopically analyzed in order to appreciate tissue alterations (necrosis, inflammation and fibrosis).

The fibrosis, inflammation and necrosis were qualitatively assessed by two investigators, who marked the parameters from 1 to 4, on five random microscopic fields, at a magnification of 400x of the histological sample.

**Data analysis**

The collected data was statistically analysed using specialized software (SPSS v17.0). The hypotheses were tested using covariance analysis (ANOVA).

**Results**

The first hypothesis received empirical support for two of the three indicators of cellular alteration. Tissue alteration decreases as the distance between the inserted clips increases. For inflammation, $F(2,142)=2.01$, $p=.138$; for fibrosis, $F(2,142)=29.91$, $p=.000$; and for necrosis $F(2,142)=4.23$, $p=.16$. Each of the three markers of cellular alteration (i.e., inflammation, fibrosis and necrosis) has an obvious negative trend. Despite being statistically not significant, inflammation also respects the hypothesized trend.

The second hypothesis (referring to time) received partial empirical support as well. Radiofrequency-induced necrosis and inflammation in the tissues surrounding the implanted titanium clips diminish over time (H2b and c), but the fibrosis does not become more pronounced (H2a). For inflammation, $F(2,142)=16.25$, $p=.000$; for fibrosis, $F(2,142)=7.08$, $p=.001$; and for necrosis $F(2,142)=6.68$, $p=.002$. A detailed analysis of tissue evolution over time revealed a non-linear pattern: all three markers presented an important inflexion point at day 14.

According to hypothesis 3, the titanium clips heated...
(modified) at 1000°C cause less tissue alteration than the unheated clips (i.e., unmodified) (H3a), and the latter less than the clips heated (modified) at 1150°C. As shown in Table 1, the first part of the hypothesis was empirically supported for necrosis. The second part of hypothesis was not confirmed, the titanium clips heated at 1150°C cause significant less tissue alteration than the unheated clips, but the direction of the relationship is opposite to our expectations. Neither inflammation nor fibrosis developed according to expectations.

The fourth hypothesis (which asserts the moderator role of clip type between distance and cell alteration) is empirically supported for fibrosis and necrosis (see Table 2). For both variables, the direct effect of distance and clip type, as well as the interaction effect, are statistically significant. Although not statistically significant, an interaction effect is also present in the case of inflammation (see Fig. 1). As shown in the three charts in Fig. 1, for both fibrosis and necrosis, the titanium processed at 1000°C has an extremely different pattern compared to the titanium processed at 1150°C. Furthermore, the slopes of their effects are in opposite direction from unmodified titanium clips.

The fifth hypothesis (referring to the moderator role of clip type in the relation between time and cellular alteration) also received partial empirical support. In this case, the inflammation was the dependent variable whose interaction effect between clip type and day was significant (see Table 3). Neither fibrosis nor necrosis showed statistically significant effects, but the patterns of the three clip types are also different, as seen in Fig. 2.

Table 1. t Test for independent samples for modified titanium clips and commercial titanium clips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t Test: Ti1 (1000°C) vs. Ti3</th>
<th>t Test: Ti2 (1150°C) vs. Ti3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(commercial)</td>
<td>(commercial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 °C</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150 °C</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrosis</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 °C</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150 °C</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necrosis</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 °C</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150 °C</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Regression results for interaction effect between clip type and distance on inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Inflammation</th>
<th>Fibrosis</th>
<th>Necrosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Distance</td>
<td>-.40**</td>
<td>-.79***</td>
<td>-.60***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clip type</td>
<td>-.37</td>
<td>-.49**</td>
<td>-.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Distance * Clip type</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.68***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔF</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>4.95***</td>
<td>6.32***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdjR²</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Regression results for interaction effect between clip type and time on inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Inflammation</th>
<th>Fibrosis</th>
<th>Necrosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clip type</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Day * Clip type</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔF</td>
<td>3.85**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdjR²</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussions

The aim of this study was to determine the conditions that improve titanium biocompatibility. In order to achieve this, we relied on the description of histological phenomena occurring in the hepatic parenchyma in the presence of RF and titanium clips, in various experimental conditions (different types of titanium clips, distance and time). In the following section we summarise the influence of each variable individually (distance, time, clip type), and then assess how these variables, taken together, may lead to lesser tissue damage.

Distance

The negative slopes of inflammation, fibrosis and necrosis in relation to distance from Fig. 1 is similar to what extant literature reports (17). This is an important consideration in assessing the changes we have made to the Knodell Score in this study: it confirms this modification does not alter the results or their interpretation. As proved in previous studies (11, 12), the electric current used in RF induces an uneven heating of the tissue, with a peak near the RF probe and decreasing with distance. As the temperature decreases, the hepatic tissue is less damaged and the phenomena of fibrosis, inflammation and necrosis occur with diminished intensity. However, our study demonstrates that this reaction only occurs for modified titanium clips. Data collected in this study support the assertion that changes made to the titanium clips increased their biocompatibility (i.e., they led to the expected modification in tissue response).
Figure 1. Interaction effect between clip type and distance on inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis

Figure 2. Interaction effect between clip type and time on inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis
These results can be explained by the fact that the internal structure of the clips has a direct impact on the distribution of thermal energy in tissues. Therefore, our modifications of the clips contributed positively in inducing a lower current intensity in the clip, hence producing less pronounced tissue alterations.

**Time**

If inflammatory processes have a maximum in the early days, the peaks of fibrosis and necrosis are consequent to inflammation. As fibrosis increases in intensity, secondary necrosis phenomena occur, followed by inflammation augmentation. A detailed analysis of the trend of the three clip types emphasises that the curves' inflexions for fibrosis and necrosis on day 14 are especially due to modified clip curves. Fibrosis is the parameter with the strongest inflexion at this point in time, suggesting an acceleration of repairing processes that occur in hepatic parenchyma in the presence of modified clips as compared to unmodified ones. However, at the end of the studied period, the intensities of the phenomena are nearly similar. An exception is the necrosis phenomena, which presents an upward slope for the unmodified clips.

**Type of clip**

The analysis of the tissue alterations depending on clip type variable points out that there are differences in the presence of modified clips at 1000°C and 1150°C. For those types of clips, all mean values of the measured parameters were lower than those for normal clips, indicating their apparent superiority. However, as the interaction analyses prove, the apparent superiority of those clips does not hold for all distance and time conditions.

**Interaction effects**

Analyzing the interaction between distance and clip type, as well as between time and clip type, we can assert that there is no unequivocal response to demonstrate the superiority of a particular type of clip on others. Various types of clips can lead to lesser tissue alteration, under different circumstances. More precisely, the unmodified clip proves to be less damaging when placed near the RF probe, while the modified ones perform better at a greater distance. The clips modified at 1150°C prove to induce the least damage in the specified conditions.

Also, modified and unmodified clips have different fibrosis and necrosis patterns in time. The largest discrepancy is present for necrosis, which, after a relative similarity of all clips on day 14, attains much higher values for unmodified clips after 28 days. In brief, the tissue alterations the clips induce have different patterns in time, with modified clips aggravating the parameters at day 14, and then improving, while unmodified clips being more compatible at day 14, and then decreasing. Our analysis so far points that modified clips may better stand the test of time and prove to be more compatible in the long run. However, biocompatibility tests should be run after longer periods, to test this proposition.

**Limitations**

One of the major limitations of this study is given by the unequal number of observations in the various experimental conditions. Due to complications during surgery anaesthesia, two animals died shortly after surgery, and a third one died the second day. The analysed samples were collected from three animals.

The area exposed to RF, especially after a longer period of time (14 – 28 days), undergoes extensive morphological transformations, resulting in the inability to properly identify the placement of titanium clips. This, corroborated with experimental death, led to the impossibility of carrying out a full analysis of the distance variable to normal clips at 2.5 cm.

The limitation due to the time variable should be investigated in further studies, along with the effects of RF influence on titanium biocompatibility within a longer period of time, including the 28 days period.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, the phenomena induced by RF in the hepatic tissue using modified titanium clips are generally less intense than those developed around the commercial, unmodified titanium clips. The preferred modification for the titanium clips resulting from the data is the clip vacuum baking at a temperature of 1150°C. Furthermore, our results indicate the circumstances under which each type of clip has an increased biocompatibility. Hence, it is preferable to place commercial, unmodified titanium clips at a short distance from the RF probe, while using modified titanium clips at a grater distance (more than 1 cm).
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